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THREE MINUTE PRESENTATION
(3MP) STUDENT SESSION
- STUDENT COMPETITION OPPORTUNITY -

PSM students presentations will be
showcased during the
3MP Student Competition
at the 2019 National Conference.
Review the competition guidelines
and complete the nomination form.
Nominations are due Sept. 20th.
Highlight YOUR program and give
your outstanding student a chance to
present their capstone project to
a national audience!

Volume 2019, Issue 1

Call for 2019 Nominations: Give YOUR Student
Speaking Experience Before a National Audience
When Dillon Howarth, 2018 graduate from California State University San Marcos, defended his
PSM project, his technical presentation took an
hour and 45 minutes. Then he was invited to present the same topic to a national PSM audience at
the 2018 NPSMA annual conference in Arlington,
Virginia. His time limit? Five minutes.
Dillon’s challenge was to make his project relatable
to this wide-ranging group of scientists. “This was an academic audience representing programs from vastly different backgrounds,” says Dillon, who was
one of 10 contestants competing from 345 PSM programs. Pooling his scientific expertise with newly developed business acumen—including skills from
the program’s communications class—Dillon did just that and garnered a thirdplace win at his first presentation on a national stage. In the 5MP report that
follows you may see details of the projects of Dillon and his fellow competitors.
NOMINATE YOUR STUDENT FOR 2019. This year the challenge for students is even greater – the time limit is three minutes to make internship or
capstone project presentations! Nominate one student per PSM program for
the student presentation session on November 7, 2019, at this year’s national
conference in Salt Lake City, Utah. Review the guidelines and nominate your
student here:
https://www.npsma.org/resources/National_Events/2019-NPSMA-3MPGuidelines.pdf

PSM Presentation Competition: Students Put Their
Professional Training to the Test
On November 8, 2018 Masarakufa “Masa”
Gumiro was the First Place Winner in the Five
Minute Presentation (5MP) PSM Student Competition at the NPSMA annual conference in
Washington D.C. The 5MP presentation competition provides students in PSM programs with
an opportunity to explain their capstone projects
in a face-to-face presentation using nontechnical language to an audience in a limited
amount of time. Masa’s first place win, his motivation and drive, and coursework at Saint
Mary’s College has helped him garner financial
support for his future projects and initiatives.
Continue reading about the other PSM students and the dynamic research
being done to enhance industry and scientific endeavors.
(Continued on pg. 2)
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Masarakufa “Masa” Gumiro (5MP First Place Winner), graduated from Saint Mary’s College in May 2019 with a Master of Science Degree in Data Science. He is currently balancing his job with the Army, side projects, and spending time
with his family. Masa is working with a partner to launch a startup company and considering entering a PhD program to
focus on technology project management.
Due to economic challenges in third world countries, most businesses still operate older vehicles lacking the latest diagnostic
tools for monitoring overall vehicle health. My project endeavors to
fill that gap by providing a custom solution using IoT sensors to
monitor tire pressure and provide notifications for any anomalies in
real time. Using Raspberry Pi, python scripts, Microsoft Azure tool
and Power BI, I successfully completed a basic and functional
fleet tire pressure monitoring prototype. This project represents an
application of everything I’ve learned from statistics, linear algebra, database systems, and data mining while studying at Saint
Mary’s.

Kate Gloeckner (5MP Second Place Winner), graduated from Colorado State University in the spring of 2019 with a
Professional Science Master's Degree in Zoo, Aquarium and Animal Shelter Management. She is currently the Office
Coordinator and Training Consultant for the Human-Animal Bond in Colorado (HABIC).

Gaze, the steady look between two individuals, is an important dynamic in human-animal relationships. In domestic
dogs, more gaze predicts more sociability and therefore
more adoptability. This behavior may be used to evaluate
dogs in animal shelters to quickly and accurately predict the
animals’ length of stay. Animal shelters are often understaffed and are extremely limited on resources. By quickly
identifying which dogs are the most at risk to become long
term residents, these animals can be placed into training and
marketing programs, and can be moved to more visible kennels in the shelter.

Dillon Howarth (5MP Third Place Winner), graduated from California State University San Marcos in May 2018 with a
Master of Biotechnology degree. He is a Manufacturing Associate II Lead for the fast-paced manufacturing company
Illumina in San Diego, California.
In addition to data analysis and interpretation, cost remains as a significant challenge to harnessing the power of DNA sequencing for personalized medicine. This project was conducted at Illumina, a global leader
in genomic sequencing. The goal of the project was to reduce delays
within reagent filling by implementing aspects of lean manufacturing, as
introduced by the PSM program, in order to help drive down the cost of
consumables used by the sequencers. In addition, a reporting tool was
created to identify errors in planned production orders before they
caused delays to the fill line, and to promote inventory accuracy. Employees closest to the process were consulted to implement strategies
to establish best practices, which laid the groundwork for future process development at a new manufacturing site.
(Continued on pg. 3)
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Adejumoke Mary Adeniran, graduated from Middle Tennessee
State University in the spring of 2018 with a Master of Science in
Professional Science Degree in Biotechnology. She is currently
working as a Research Associate with PMI BioPharma Solutions
in Nashville, Tennessee.
The three-dimensional structure of a protein influences its inter
molecular interactions to determine its functions. Due to the cost
and difficulties associated with an experimental determination of
protein structures, there are several proteins whose structures are
yet to be experimentally solved. In studying such proteins, molecular modeling is a great tool to understand the structures and possible mechanisms of action of the proteins.

Dayana Priyanka Bernadsha Thana Edison, graduated from
Middle Tennessee State University in the spring of 2018, earning a Master of Science in Professional Science Degree in Engineering Management. Once completing her degree and Product Management Internship with Schneider Electric, she joined
the company as a Customer Project Engineer in Franklin, Tennessee.
For the capstone internship for my Master of Science in Professional Science degree with a concentration in Engineering Management, I completed an internship in Product Management at
Schneider Electric, a leading international energy management
company dedicated to provide safe and more reliable energy.
This challenging project boosted my self-confidence and allowed me to utilize both my Engineering Management and business knowledge gained from my PSM degree program. After
completing my internship, I accepted a job offer from Schneider
Electric to continue this work.

Sonora Kameron, graduated from Colorado State University in the spring of 2019 with a Professional Science Master's
Degree in Zoo, Aquarium and Animal Shelter Management.
Livestock depredation by large carnivores in rural African
communities has negative impacts on local well-being and
conservation efforts. The economic loss motivates them to
retaliate and kill the large carnivores in the area as revenge.
This response is known as lethal mitigation. Lethal mitigation
is harmful to large carnivore conservation and ultimately ineffective in solving the human-carnivore conflict. Actions for
Cheetahs in Kenya had a need for a printed resource called a
Conflict Mitigation Toolbox to outline strategies to help mitigate human-carnivore conflict throughout regions in Kenya
that need such actions. With this toolbox, Actions for Cheetah’s employees will have an accessible, easy resource that
will help them assess and mitigate these human-carnivore
conflicts.
(Continued on pg. 4)
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Shaswat Khan, graduated from University of Findlay in the spring of 2018 with a Master of Science in Applied Security
and Analytics (MSASA). He is currently a Software Engineer at NantHealth and residing in Panama City, Florida.
Societies around the world are facing opioid abuse problems.
Opioid addiction can be treated more successfully when
healthcare providers understand the influence of underlying factors. The objectives of this research project were to determine
the socio-demographic, behavioral and mental health factors
that relate to opioid abuse among young people and build a system for providers that effectively conveyed this information.
Based on my analyses, I constructed the web-based app using
Django (Python framework).
As the goal of the Professional Science Master's (PSM) is to
blend the technical skills with business and managerial expertise, my courses, such as data analytics, database management, data visualization and software engineering, helped me to
enhance my technical skills, generate meaningful analyses and
visualizations and build a tool for healthcare providers.
Ronald C. Morgan, graduated from University of Maryland University College in 2018, earning a Master of Science in Information
Technology degree. Once completing his degree, with specialization
in Information Assurance, he joined Amazon Web Services and is
now a Sourcing Recruiter.
This capstone project focuses on the critical problem of assigning
attribution in cyberspace. The project draws on knowledge from
courses in network security, computer security, intrusion detection,
management, and software assurance within the specialized Information Assurance PSM program. The United States Army Intelligence and Security Command (INSCOM) and Army Cyber Command (ARCYBER) have the unique mission to defend the Department of Defense (DoD) in cyberspace. Jointly these organizations
seek to understand the threat from and conduct cyber operations
against our adversaries.

Andrew Mowbray, graduated from University of Maryland
University College in 2018, earning a Master of Science in
Environmental Management degree. He is an Environmental
Scientist with Assisted Management Solutions.
The project is related to a significant stream restoration program that will be implemented by Bar-T Mountainside Education and Enrichment with the collaboration of the Center for
Watershed Protection. Advanced planning was needed this
Summer (2018) for gathering and storing baseline data related
to macroinvertebrates before the restoration project begins,
and for monitoring once the restoration project is completed in
the Fall of 2018. Two distinct sampling procedures were developed following strictly guidelines from the Environmental Protection Agency and the Department of Natural Resources.
(Continued on pg. 5)
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Sania Rose, graduated from the University of the District of Columbia in 2018 with a Professional Science Master’s in
Water Resource Management. She is currently a Project Assistant in the Environmental Quality Testing Laboratory
(NELAP).
The mission of 2032 Sustainable DC Plan is to make all
DC water ways 100% fishable and swimmable and has
challenged both public and private environmental organizations to focus on water quality assessment to clean the
contaminated river sediment. Anacostia River is indicated
as one of the most polluted rivers in the nation. The purpose of this capstone/internship project is to expand lab
accreditation through research and implementation of EPA
approved methods (e.g. EPA 525.3 and 8270). As the result of this capstone project, UDC is now in the process of
applying for the NELAP accreditation for PAHs and pesticide analysis in water and wastewater. This internship project has resulted in full time employment and benefit.
In conclusion, the participants are encouraged to highlight aspects of their PSM training and link it to their projects during
their presentations. PSM student/graduate participants at 5MP will enhance their communication and presentation skills
(valuable PLUS skills) that could help secure employment and advance careers. 5MP presentations showcase the
breadth and diversity of projects and experiences completed by PSM students. PSM program directors will gain increased awareness of the variety of projects that exist as well as the diversity, uniqueness, and quality of projects.
For more information on how your students can participate in this exciting program at the 2019 NPSMA Annual Conference in Salt Lake City, UT view the NPSMA Three Minutes Presentation 3MP Student Competition Guidelines and nominate your students by September 20, 2019.
Special thanks to Dr. Jennie Willis, PSM Program Coordinator at Colorado State University, who provided valuable assistance in
the development and evolution of the PSM student competition and to our judges, CEO Advantage Marketing, Spencer Hadelman,
NPSMA Vice President Deborah Silver, and Commission Steering Committee Co-Chair Michael Teitelbaum. Finally, thanks to
student contestants, their PSM program directors, and the following PSM affiliated home institutions for willingness to participate.
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Alumni Profiles
NAVEEN KAMIREDDI
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CELL AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY:
BIOTECHNOLOGY
GRAND VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY, 2008
PSM Alumnus Journey with Biotech Startups
Naveen came to Grand Valley State University in search of a non-thesis based graduate program in Biotechnology.
His undergraduate studies in Industrial Biotechnology kindled his interest to pursue graduate studies without the traditional thesis/ research experience. Naveen says, “Finding an internship was a struggle because of the time at which I
graduated (right in the middle of recession) and combined with my interest to look for careers outside of the lab”. However, networking events as part of the PSM program played a key role in securing an internship with Van Andel Institute
(VAI), a non-profit research organization to work on technology transfer and business development.
His work at VAI landed him a job with an early biotech startup in personalized medicine and oncology known as Intervention Insights, which was started by his boss at VAI. Naveen did not have a specific role but as with most startups he
had to wear multiple caps to do anything that was needed to be done. He says, “I was the first full time employee of the
company. This position defined my career path and the exposure and learning opportunities were immeasurable”. For
various reasons Intervention Insights closed but resulted in a spin off called Artic Medical laboratories and soon Naveen
was offered the Operations and Systems Manager position there. Naveen stands as an example for creating your own
opportunities and not letting job descriptions to create boundaries for oneself. Naveen also mentions that, both Intervention insights and Artic Medical did take off as anticipated. So it was important to learn from the mistakes and see how
they could have been avoided or handled differently. Failures teach more than success can.
However, Naveen’s boss at Artic had another startup known as NxGen MDx, one of the leaders in genetic screening
tests, which is where he currently works as Vice President of Operations and is responsible for pre and post lab operations including logistics and customer service.
Naveen has been a part of NxGen MDx since its inception and continues to build a strong foundation for scale up and
reflects the wide scope of opportunities in the biotech sector for those following a non-traditional path.
Contributed by Anirudh Chowdhary, PSM Programs Coordinator, Grand Valley State University.

DUSTIN OLLIS
MASTER OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY: SCIENCE INSTRUMENTATION
UNIVESITY OF UTAH, 2017

Meeting Career Goals with a Unique Curriculum
Dustin graduated from the University of Utah Professional Master of Science and Technology program’s Science Instrumentation track in 2017.
Dustin considered several options as he considered pursuing a master’s degree but decided on the PMST program because of the combined science and business curriculum—allowing him to bridge the two worlds found in industry. “I
wanted to continue my education by pursuing a master’s degree, and I thought about joining a non-thesis engineering
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DUSTIN OLLIS (cont. from pg. 6)
program, but decided on the PMST program because of the business curriculum.” While he appreciated the opportunity
to gain in-depth knowledge from the business class offerings, the introductory transferable skills classes in communication, leadership, finance, operations management, strategy and marketing, and sustainability offered a good introduction
and insight in helping meet his career goals.
Reflecting on the what part of the program was most meaningful, Dustin unequivocally identified the professional experience project. “I worked in engineering for years but was always focused on improving existing products or processes.
The PMST professional experience project gave me an opportunity to help create something entirely new . . . It was very
challenging, but exciting, to take something that was purely an idea and try to build something tangible. This opportunity
gave me a glimpse of the entrepreneurial experience and an insight into the strategy of this realm by letting me experience the pains and joy of trying to create a prototype and determining a path to market, as well as convince others of
that path.” Dustin’s project was sponsored by the University of Utah’s Technology and Venture Commercialization (TVC)
Center and the Lassonde Entrepreneur Institute.
Dustin is currently a Project Manager at Myriad Genetics, focused on the company’s companion diagnostics and tissuebased diagnostic products. In addition to his master’s degree, he completed a BS degree in Biomedical Engineering with
a minor in Physics from University of Utah in 2004.
Contributed by Ray Hoobler, Director of Professional Master of Science and Technology Program, University of Utah.

MAANY RAMANAN
MASTER OF BIOTECHNOLOGY (ADVANCED): A PROFESSIONAL SCIENCE
MASTER’S MICROBIAL SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND, 2015
Networking Skills and Connections to Effectively Communicate Science
Originally from India, I arrived in Australia five years ago. I was passionate about understanding the Australian Biotechnology industry and making the right connections to pursue my career. The PSM Master of Biotechnology program at
The University of Queensland enabled me to select from a versatile array of research projects and courses and set me
up for success, enabling connection to the leading industry organization Ausbiotech. My professors were encouraging
and inspired me to develop my networking skills and make important professional and academic connections. The Summer Research Scholarship program gave hands-on experience on how we could utilize science for real life applications
and led me to pursue a career in industry.
The best thing about the PSM Biotechnology program was that it connected me to opportunities throughout the university and beyond. I won an internship at Mars Petcare, no small feat for me coming from an international background, moving into regional Victoria. The multinational corporation experience was vital, placing me ahead of my peers for employability. My projects at Mars were diverse, both in Applied Science and Product development: skills that the Food manufacturing industry was seeking.
After graduation, I was offered two permanent roles: Mars and Campbell Arnotts. I chose the role of Food technologist in
the R&D team at Campbell Arnott’s. I have developed and worked on a number of key brands: Campbell’s Real Stock,
Campbell’s Simply Soup, V8 Juices and Fruits & Roots. My future goal is to build a wider array of skills both in the technical and commercial world. I aspire to work in the interface of science and commercialization where I could contribute to
key business decisions and successes by effectively communicating science to both the stakeholders and the public.
Contributed by Avril Robertson, Director of Biotechnology and PSM Degree Programs, University of Queensland.
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SHOLA AYANDELE
MASTER OF SCIENCE: GEOSCIENCE
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION: ENERGY AND FINANCE
RICE UNIVERSITY, 2019
PSM/MBA Spotlight
Mr. Ayandele received his B.S in Geology and Geophysics with a minor in mathematics from Boston College in 2013. In
his final year of undergraduate study, he undertook a senior thesis to investigate if a spatial relationship exists between
zones of past earthquakes in the Africa Plate region. For his efforts, he was awarded the best student paper/
presentation in the B.C. Earth Sciences Department. After graduating, he consulted for BP Toledo refinery in their Major
Projects group.
In the fall of 2015, Shola decided to join the coordinated MBA and Science Master’s Program in Subsurface Geosciences at Rice University “I wanted to expand my knowledge in Geology, Geophysics and management to broaden my career. “ Shola said, “The coordinated MBA/SG program is a challenging and unique program that allowed me to advance
my science background and combine it with a MBA degree from one of the top programs in the country.” After graduation, Shola secured a full-time position with Goldman Sachs as Investment Banking Associate. “The Subsurface Geoscience curriculum includes advanced and diverse coursework that provides the education industry demands. The MBA
program expanded this education and provided many additional benefits that helped me fulfill this unusual career path. I
received a merit-based scholarship, worked with great mentors and industry advisors that I met at the program’s networking sessions, and I took on challenging course work that helped me to develop myself and my skill set.” He also
observed, “The class sizes at Rice are small, which allows you to build relationships with the faculty, many of whom
have industry ties. The program allowed me to fulfill my career vision!"
Contributed by Dagmar Beck, PSM Director, Rice University.

IAN RHYNARD
PROFESSIONAL SCIENCE MASTER’S: INDUSTRIAL MATHEMATICS
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY, 2014
Using Mathematics to Solve Real-World Problems
Unlike many of his graduating classmates, Ian Rhynard didn’t have a clear idea of what career path he’d pursue upon
graduation, only that he aspired to apply mathematics to solve real-world problems. However, in order to position himself
for success Ian required additional experience and technical training, leading him to pursue the PSM in Industrial Mathematics (or Master of Science in Industrial Mathematics (MSIM)) program at MSU.
What Ian didn’t count on was obtaining a multifaceted professional skillset that launched his career as a Data Scientist.
The mathematics and statistics courses instilled the specialized logical reasoning and creative thinking skills to efficiently
frame and solve problems – skills used on a daily basis in his role today. Additionally, the computer science courses exposed him to innovative concepts in Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence while pushing him to learn that technology and coding are a Data Scientist’s best friend. Most importantly, MSIM core course and the industrial projects taught
Ian the value of effective communication to transform interesting insights into actionable findings.
Ian was accepted into a rotational leadership program at Nielsen right after graduation. The 2 year, 6-month rotation
schedule called upon his skills gained at MSU to quickly learn complex statistical models as well as new coding languages for their applications. After the leadership program, Ian was promoted to Senior Data Scientist and further refined
his technical acumen working directly with Nielsen’s largest retail client, Walmart. It’s only been 5 years since graduating
(Continued on pg. 9)
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from MSU and Ian is now an Associate Manager leading a team of data scientists aimed at developing analytical models
and tools for innovation at Nielsen.
While progressing quickly in his career, Ian still maintains a presence with the MSIM program (e.g., to give presentation
talks and serve on the Industrial Advisory Board). Now he is actively working to develop an industrial project to be part of
the program’s future curriculum.
Contributed by Peiru Wu, Director, Professional Master of Science Program in Industrial Mathematics, Michigan State University.

DOMINIQUE CARRILLO
MASTER OF SCIENCE: MICROBIAL SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT, 2018

Making Her Mark at a Start Up
Dominique Carrillo’s success as a summer 2018 intern at Shoreline Biome, a startup in the UConn-Technology Incubator Program (TIP), led the startup CEOs to hire an immigration lawyer so Dominique could be employed full-time after
graduating with her M.S. Microbial Systems Analysis degree in fall 2018. They were so impressed with her skills they
did not want to lose her and employed her as a Manufacturing and Quality Control Associate. She played a key role in
moving the microbiome kits from product development to production. Dominique credits this to the training in the Professional Science Master’s (PSM) program offered through the Department of Cell and Molecular Biology (MCB) at the
University of Connecticut.
“The PSM program was great!” Dominique says. “One of the founders of the startup where I did my internship was happy that I did not need extensive training to do what they hired me for--that they could just hand me a lab coat, show me
the lab, and that I'd just be ready to work. It equipped me with the knowledge and skills that the job market in my field
requires.”
The MCB PSM program offers a myriad of professional development courses and practical laboratory modules. What
Dominique found particularly useful were the communication skills courses, the weekly professional development seminars with industry leaders, and the advanced short intensive laboratory modules, such as the characterization of microbial communities by 16S rRNA sequencing.
“The modules offered by the program are relevant to current industry laboratory practice. Not only has the program
helped to develop my practical lab skills, but because of its holistic design, I've also learned how to communicate effectively.” Dominique continues,” The program gives students the door to a network of startup founders, academic thought
leaders, big pharma executives, and PSM alumni. The opportunity to interact and network with these individuals has
been one of the most important pillars of the program. In fact, I obtained my internship and employment through these
seminars!”
Contributed by Elaine Mirkin, Director of Graduate Professional Education Department of Molecular & Cell Biology, University
of Connecticut.
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SALLY SAKELARIS MERKLING
MASTER OF SCIENCE: GENETICS
UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT, 2002

A PSM Journey: From Researcher to Patent Examiner and Science Ambassador
Her academic advisor joked about Sally’s role as a “guinea pig” for UConn’s PSM programs. Near completion of undergraduate requirements (B.S. with Honors, Molecular and Cell Biology) and injury sidelined from the UConn women’s
soccer team (she had been the 3rd ranked goalkeeper in the nation!). Sally became intrigued by a new kind of M.S. degree oriented to career preparation.
While the PSM in Applied Genomics was not yet formally approved, a pilot program was in place under the M.S. in Genetics, so Sally began graduate level coursework. Building on her biotechnology research projects, Sally secured an
internship and full-time research job at the National Cancer Institute.
During her 2 years at NCI Sally became interested in intellectual property. Her proximity to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) enabled career exploration and an eventual position as a Biotechnology Patent Examiner (area of
genetic analysis of disease predisposition). After 4 years at the USPTO Sally spent 3 years with Landon IP in Arlington,
VA, first as Director of its Patent Analysis Group and then as Vice-President, responsible for a staff of 200. In 2007 Sally
returned to the USPTO as a Primary Examiner (located in Ann Arbor, MI) in the areas of microfluidics, sensors and analyzers, a change in focus that required considerable self-education.
Sally’s academic writing and communication training transferred well: she has co-authored a book chapter, authored
papers on patent law careers and patent searching tools and techniques, and participated in workshops on the art and
science of patent searching. Sally practices Rosalind Franklin’s “Science and every day life cannot and should not be
separated.” She is a self-described “promoter of the progress of science and the useful arts” on Twitter. Sally has found
work-life balance with her husband Matt Merkling (whom she met at the USPTO) and her three children, Mendel (after
Gregor Mendel, father of modern genetics), McCoy (after Elijah McCoy, Canadian-born African-American inventor
whose inventions improved the steam engine) and Macie (after Macie Roberts, supervisor of a female computing group
at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory). The Merkling family loves to travel and explore the wonders of science.
Contributed by Linda Strausbaugh, NPSMA Vice President for Publications, former Director of PSM in Applied Genomics
and Academic and Research, University of Connecticut.

NICOLE DONOGHER
MASTER OF SCIENCE: PROFESSIONAL APPLIED AND COMPUTATIONAL
MATHEMATICS
SUNY BUFFALO STATE, 2019
A PSM Degree is an Ideal Vehicle to Navigate a Career Change
When Nicole Donogher graduated from SUNY Buffalo State in May 2019 with her M.S. in Professional Applied and
Computational Mathematics (PACM), she had already begun her new career as a Treasury Data Analyst at M&T Bank.
Originally from Buffalo, Nicole had completed her undergraduate studies at SUNY Fredonia in 2003, earning a B.S. in
Mathematics Secondary Education with a minor in Economics. Her original career as a Math teacher spanned 15 years
in bilingual (Spanish) classrooms. As a single Mom, after Nicole had moved back home to be close to family realized
(Continued on pg. 11)
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that it was necessary to obtain a Master's degree to continue teaching in western NY. This created an opportunity to
pursue studies outside of the education field, allowing for a career transition. As a lifelong learner and a natural “problem
-solver,” Nicole was ready for opportunities to develop new skills.
By selecting PACM, Nicole sought to develop high level analytical and business skills, acquire programming experience,
and to gain exposure to statistical software. The PACM courses also aim to enhance critical thinking skills, problemsolving capabilities, and effective communication skills. It was, however, the internship requirement for practical work
experience instead of a thesis that made the program a perfect fit. The skill sets offered were aligned with Nicole’s objective to become more marketable for a successful career transition.

Personal efforts, good time management skills and a strong desire to change careers helped fortify her for the sacrifices
of concurrently working full-time and spending most nights and weekends doing graduate homework. Today, Nicole is
enjoying her new business career, networking with other professionals, and looking forward to indulging her love of travel with her 13-year-old.
Contributed by Diane Marra, Professional Science Master’s Program Coordinator, SUNY, Buffalo State.

NARAYAN ESCOLIN
MASTER OF BUSINESS AND SCIENCE: DRUG DISCOVERY AND
DEVELOPMENT
RUTGERS, THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW JERSEY, 2015
Coming Back to Teach
“Attending the Professional Science Master’s program at Rutgers University and earning a Master of Business and Science degree has been instrumental in the progression of my career. Not only did this education provide me with advanced scientific knowledge, applicable business acumen, and improved leadership skills, it has also given me perspective and confidence. I have established the perspective to see beyond the goals of my individual role to the big picture of
my institution’s mission and values. I have also developed the confidence to communicate effectively with the top leaders of my organization. I will undoubtedly use and continue to improve upon the skills and knowledge I gained through
the PSM program throughout the remainder of my career, regardless of the direction it goes in.”
Narayan Escolin was looking for a program that combined business and science for a career in the pharmaceutical area.
He had attended Rutgers undergraduate with a major in Biotechnology in 2009 and heard about a program that was just
getting started which would be a perfect fit. Working part-time while attending class, he was able to complete the Master
of Business and Science degree with a concentration in Drug Discovery and Development in 2015. After graduating, he
worked in NYC at the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai in clinical research, but has decided to “come back” to
Rutgers and is now a Human Subjects Protection Analyst in the Research Regulatory Affairs office. In addition to his full
time job, Narayan is a member of the SOCRA NJ Chapter Planning Committee and is still involved in the PSM program
as an alumni member of the Industrial Advisory Board. Most importantly, he is also a co-instructor of the Intellectual
Property class. Narayan was a teaching assistant in the IP class while he was a student and has been such an integral
part of that class that he has continued-on as a “co-instructor”. Narayan is instrumental in coordinating many of the distinguished lecturers and the highlight of the course, a class trip to the USPTO in Alexandria. During this trip, students
learn first-hand the economic and policy impact of IP and how important it is for any science/technology venture.
Contributed by Deborah Silver, Executive Director, Professional Science Master’s Program, Professor, Department of Electrical
and Computer Engineering, Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey.
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NICHOLAS J. MOSCA
MASTER OF SCIENCE: HEALTH CARE GENETICS: A PROFESSIONAL
SCIENCE MASTER’S
UNIVERISTY OF CONNECTICUT, 2018
A Professional Science Master’s Degree is a Recipe for Success
Nick Mosca selected the Health Care Genetics PSM at UConn because of the hands-on training emphasis. “Being part
of a lab and learning procedures was important to me.. that experience directly translated into the work setting”. His favorite class? “..Genetic Engineering .. the fundamental knowledge helps me with experimental designs to this day”. Nick
was immediately employed after graduating with his PSM in 2018 at Massachusetts General Hospital Research Institute
where he is a bioinformatics technologist responsible for coordinating and performing next generation sequencing experiments.
An unexpected aspect of the HCG PSM for Nick was experience in research, clinical and teaching genetics.. “this forced
me to learn even more than genetics”. Nick taught a cell-culture course, was the teaching assistant for medical cytogenetics, and was a representative on UConn’s interprofessional education committee. Nick completed research with Dr.
Rachel O’Neill wherein he performed procedures and data analysis to elucidate the function of a novel small RNA transcribed by the Epstein Barr virus. “For my internship, I worked with a genetic counselor on a project to coordinate all genetic testing for Boston Children’s Hospital. I was responsible for developing a billing system, coordinating sample sendouts, and outlining technical details of the types of tests performed by each company utilized”. Nick said the ethical considerations class “had real-life impact during my internship”.

Cooking is a big hobby; “learning new recipes reminds me of following protocols in a lab”. “Nutrition and human performance are areas of interest and when I have time, I like to read about how food impacts gene regulation and transcription”. When asked anything else? - “I came to the HCG PSM program with an interest and a willingness to push myself. I
left prepared and motivated to further my career. The decision to obtain a PSM degree from UConn has been one of the
best of my life”.
Contributed by Judy Brown, Director of PSM in Health Care Genetics
Program, University of Connecticut.

SARAH HUSSAIN
MASTER OF SCIENCE: ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS
RICE UNIVERSITY, 2018
Finding The Sweet Spot to Climb Up The Career Ladder
Sarah Hussain graduated from the Environmental Analysis program at Rice in 2018. Prior to Rice, she completed a BA
degree in Environmental Science and Policy from Smith College.
After completing her B.A., she began work at ExxonMobil in their midstream operations. Her role focused on leak detection and operational safety. After two years, she moved on to Enterprise Products joining their environmental department. She managed the company’s environmental management system. Both experiences emphasized environmental
management methods and sustainability practices.
“I felt I needed to expand and broaden my education to be able to move up the career ladder.” Sarah chose Rice University as the best choice for her education and in 2016 started as an Environmental Analysis candidate. Her focus was
management and policy. “The Rice PSM Program perfectly mixes classroom knowledge with practical application. The
Rice experience has proved invaluable in my professional life.” After graduating from Rice, Sarah joined BP America as
an Environmental Engineer in their Upstream Gulf of Mexico operations. She serves as an environmental advisor for
offshore platforms as well as the ISO 14001 advisor for the region. “Rice provided me with an amazing experience, not
only did I add valuable skills and expanded my professional network but also was part of a collaborative community and
built friendships for a life-time."
Contributed by Dagmar Beck, PSM Director, Rice University.
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PSM Certificates of Completion: Benefit of Membership
Are you making the most of your NPSMA Membership? Students who complete a PSM degree in affiliated programs are
eligible to receive a PSM Certificate of Completion that complements the diploma from their home institution. Take advantage of this benefit included with your membership and request a PSM Certificate of Completion for your PSM students upon graduation.
Some PSM degrees are designated as such on official student records and on the student diploma. However, many PSM affiliated degrees are officially designated as Master of Science, Master of Engineering, or
a degree with another official name. The designation
of the degree being an affiliated PSM can be documented for the student through the presentation of a
PSM Certificate of Completion that can be generated
and shared with the student through the home institution. This can be of particular value to graduates who
want to differentiate their PSM degree and to list the
designation on their resume, LinkedIn page, or in a job
application or cover letter.

In addition to helping the student, the certificates can
also be used by the institution, program director, or
department to create an opportunity to highlight the
PSM student’s accomplishments at commencement, a
department event, or a graduation dinner. The presentation can help the PSM program establish esprit de
corps among students, graduates, faculty, and advisory board employers.
This complementary service was launched in 2016 with an average of approximately 300 PSM Certificates of Completion presented to PSM graduates each year at 50 institutions.
The NPSMA administers the distribution of the PSM Certificates of Completion and will work with the home institutions to
generate the certificates for PSM graduates. To request certificates for your PSM graduates, send an email indicating
the number of students and the desired date of delivery to coordinator@npsma.org. Please allow for a 2-3 week turn
around time.
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